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St John Fisher Catholic College 
Homework Policy 

Introduction 
Self-improvement and supporting learner development is at the heart of our school’s priorities. This 
policy seeks to address ways in which this can be achieved through homework.  
 
Aims 
Homework enables learners to consolidate and extend work covered in class or prepare for new 
learning activities e.g. flipped learning. It allows learners to access resources not available in the 
classroom and develop research and study skills e.g. planning, time management and self-discipline. It 
also provides an opportunity for independent work. Homework can provide feedback in the evaluation 
of teaching. Importantly, homework allows learners to take ownership and responsibility for learning, 
engage parental cooperation and support, and create channels for home-school dialogue. 
 
Rationale 
Homework is work that is set to be done outside the timetabled curriculum. It contains an element of 
independent study in that it is not usually directly supervised by a teacher. It is important in raising 
learner achievement. For some learners who find it hard to work at home, or for some tasks which may 
require resources more readily available at school, it is necessary to carry out the task at school. 
Homework requires careful planning and integration into the scheme of work of each curriculum area. 
“Homework which is planned is more beneficial than routine homework... It should never be used as a 
punishment or penalty for poor performance and that a variety of tasks with different levels of 
challenge is likely to be beneficial. The quality of homework is more important than the quantity.” 
(Source: Education Endowment Foundation) High quality homework and a good work ethos should be 
sensitively praised in class. Where appropriate, homework should be included in display work. 
Achievement points may be awarded for good homework. For exceptional pieces of homework, 
communication with home is appropriate. 
 
Expectations of classroom teachers and learners: Homework Time Guidelines 
The following information is an approximation and should help all judge whether learners are receiving 
the correct amount of homework. Due to a variation in the number of times learners have a particular 
subject within a fortnight, the frequency and duration of homework for different departments vary. 

Year Group Amount of homework per day (Mon‐Fri) 

Y7&8  
 

1 Hour 

Y9, 10 & 11 1 ¾ Hours* 
Y12 & Y13 2 Hours *2

 

 
Year 7 & Year 8 

Subject Frequency of Homework Duration of Homework 

English and Maths Once per week 45 min 
 RE/Science/Humanities/MFL Once per week 30 min 

D&T/Art *3
 Once per fortnight 30 min 

Music/IT/Citizenship/Drama *3
 Once every four weeks 30 min 

Year 9, 10 & Year 11 
Subject Frequency of Homework Duration of Homework 

English,Maths,RE&Options Subjects Once per week 60 min 

Science 
 

 

Once per fortnight per science  
(Bio/Chem/Phys) 

60 min 
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* Learners in Years 9, 10 & 11 should also be carrying out short, focused revision throughout the year 
*2 As part of homework, learners in Years 12&13 should be reading around subjects using sources additional to textbooks. 
*3 Subjects within these categories may swap over between Y7 and Y8 depending on whether learners have the subject once 
per week or once per fortnight. 

 

Expectation of Faculty Leaders 
Faculty leaders ensure that: 

- The faculty homework policy is and any faculty homework processes are in line with this policy. 
- Homework quality and quantity for all classes taught by the faculty is monitored to ensure the 

above policy is being implemented, and provide feedback to the relevant member of staff and to 
the line manager. In large faculties, some of this monitoring is delegated to seconds in faculty.  

- There are questions about homework in learner voice questionnaires, which are reflected and 
acted upon directly.   

- Faculty members keep a record of homework set for each learner taught by the faculty (this can 
be completed through SMHW).  

 
10 reasons to love homework (source: Ross McGill) 

1) Be different: Homework provides opportunity for learners to continue learning at their own pace 
and provides varying levels of challenge. Offering different homework can be matched to 
extended learning time. Teachers should set differentiated homework and offer choice.  

2) Plan ahead: Homework enables learners to develop self-regulation. Homework should always be 
planned and not an attempt to fill up lesson time. It should never be used to meet the demands 
of a homework timetable or to appease parents. If you value the homework, learners will too! 

3) Get creative: Homework is about timing. By setting homework at the start of a lesson, this 
allows the lesson to clarify misunderstandings. Give learners open deadlines and offer freedom 
for creative responses. Homework gives the teacher and learner the opportunity to be creative. 

4) Break down barriers: Homework builds a bridge between home and school. This link can (and 
should) also be between subjects, teachers and learners. Breaking down barriers to learning is 
key to being a teacher. 

5) Consider environmental factors: Not every child will have the home environment to be able to 
complete homework safely, never mind complete homework to the required standard. Teachers 
and teacher clarity can make all the difference! Try to build in factors to compensate for poor 
socio-economic factors and entice learners to complete homework whilst on school premises 

6) Feedback: Homework should be marked, but not always, and learners should receive feedback 
(oral or written). Consider setting less homework so that you can feedback at a deeper level.  

7) Add capacity: Setting methodical homework around your schemes of work adds capacity to the 
learning process and enables learners to build up their skills repertoire. Consider using SOLO 
taxonomy as the cognitive-process behind homework planning and setting. 

8) Think differently: How can homework involve individuals with their out-of-class-learning? In 
groups? Any homework set needs to add value and be thoughtfully planned and assessed. Set (a 
wide variety) of homeworks that match learner needs and interests. An example is here. 

9) Make homework a valuable commodity: Homework echoes the values of a teacher and the 
school. Make homework valuable and give learners ‘high’ reward through hard work completed 
out of the classroom. This can be achieved through detailed feedback and meaningful dialogue 
that encourages the learner to complete work and even re-draft it again.  

10) Be reflective: Homework can offer a further opportunity for learners to consolidate what they 
have / have not learnt. Give learners time to complete homework well. Allow them to reflect on 
their work and self/peer-assess in and out of class. 

http://pamhook.com/solo-taxonomy/
http://pamhook.com/solo-taxonomy/
https://www.teachertoolkit.co.uk/2014/01/28/takeawayhmk-is-unhomework/

